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Abstract (en)
The present invention belongs to the class of the devices for material by mean of electrical and magnetic methods. The method and the device
proposed in the present document are aimed to validate coins and counters by means of their value determining and can be used in payphones,
automatic distributors, points of payment and various vending machines. <??>The present document claims universal method and relative device
are proposed which use measurement principles of active and reactive parts of the current (or the tension) of electromagnetic sensor contemporarily
on more frequencies with relative coin image formation and its identification. <??>The analyzing element of the device is a sensor composed of
one, two or more bobbins connected between them and enveloped the polar extremes of magnetic conductor with a pass bigger the maximal coin
thickness. The mentioned polar extremes have in the section a drop form or triangular form with the base corresponding to minimal diameter of
the coin and with the altitude corresponding to maximal diameter of the coins. In order to achieve maximal sensibility and to minimize the sensor
exposition at electromagnetic disturbs, the magnetic conductor is realized with maximal closure of the magnetic field with calibrated gap aimed for
coin passageway or with double polar extremes for compensated measurement schemes or for those of bridge type. <IMAGE>
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